
Lunar New Year Feast Collage
with Meegan Lim
Beginner Level (6-99 years old) - For those who are not comfortable with drawing and painting 
this artistic method is suitable for all levels!

Materials

LNY Feast Templates
Colouring Materials
(pens, coloured pencils, markers, etc.)

Scissors
Glue stick
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Lunar New Year Feast Collage
with Meegan Lim
Beginner Level (6-99 years old)
Activity Duration: 15-20 minutes

Instructions

Choose your drawing materials and begin to colour your choice of food in the provided 
template.

Cut out the foods from the template and begin to arrange the items on your lantern panel.

Before you glue down the foods, use markers, coloured pencils and crayons to colour the 
table cloth. Add bright colours that will complement the foods and fun patterning (use red 
& yellow for a festive feel!).

Use the glue stick or scotch tape to stick the food onto your template and you’re done!

1.

2.

3.

4.

Note: Children under 6 years old will need assistance with cutting the food items from the 
printed template.

Coloured Pencil Crayon Marker Cardstock Collage

Colouring Techniques:



1 Pushpin
2-5 Split pins (size: 1/2”)

Yue Moon Paper Food by Meegan Lim
Advanced Level (10-99 years old) - For those comfortable with exploring a combination of drawing and 
painting and paper-cut techniques these approaches are suitable for you. 

Materials

Printed Template
Cardstock/construction paper
(size: 2-3, 8.5” x 5.5” sheets)

Scissors
Glue stick
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Drawing Materials
(crayons, pencil crayons, markers, etc.)

Collage Materials
(optional) (ex. magazines)
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Yue Moon Paper Food by Meegan Lim
Advanced Level (10-99 years old)
Activity Duration: 15-35 minutes

Instructions

Choose construction paper colours that match the food items you would like to 
create! (ex. bok choy, mandarin oranges, lotus root)

Sketch out the food items with a pencil lightly.

Using markers, coloured pencils and/or crayons, create textures and patterns on the 
paper. 

Once satisfied, cut along your sketch! Feel free to cut additional pieces for extra 
textures and shapes. 

Alternatively, flip through an old magazine - find photos and graphics with the 
colours that match your design. (For example, if creating a paper-cut mandarin 
orange - look for di!erent shades of orange and green.)

Arrange your shapes on your template. Once you are happy with the design 
arrangement, glue the paper in place.

Optionally, add finishing touches with pencil crayons, markers or pens. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

5.

Basic Paper-cut Shapes:

Ovals & Circles Leaves Teardrops Leaves Thin Rectangles


